Xinghua Suyuan Jingwei Pipe Co.,Ltd is professional manufacturer of stainless steel seamless
round tube,square pipe ,triangle tube,Hexagonal tube.The products are widely used in the areas of
Boiler equipment,Petrochemical project,Vessel building ,Food equipment,Machinery
industrial,Electric equipment and project settings. Ours product are not only popular in China,but
also exported to the markets in South America ,South Asia , Middle East.
Histroy:
Our group was found in earlier of 1990s,Now it covers an area of over 60000m2 ,there are 130
workers and 12 members of middle/ senior degree technologist . With advance manufacturing
equipment of 4 sets LG-30H style cold rolling machines, 2 sets LG-60H style rolling machines,1
set LG-120H style rolling machine, 15 sets cold drawing machines,beside these, there are pipe
straightening machines,pipe polishing machines,annealing oven,etc.
Product:
We can produce structure and fluid pipe with hundred of different outside diameters from 6mm to
325mm,wall thickness from 1.0mm to 20mm.All product can be made strictly according to
A213,A312,A269,A511,A270 .Inaddition,we can provide professional deep processing of Pipe
Stamping,Pipe Punching,Pipe Bending,and Pipe Squelching according to your details requests.
Inspection:
Untill May in 2010, we have set up the Pipe Automatic eddy Current inspection room,Pipe
Automatic Ultrasonic Flaw Detect Test room, Chemical composition analysis lab, Pipe Hydraulic
Test room,Mechanic Property test room.Based on overall quality management ,we use the superior
Technology vantage ,ample management experience,Perfect quality Test and control ,means to
ensure that each piece of our products is premium quality which arrived your hands.
Honour
We have passed ISO 9001-2008 Quality Control System , In our feets of more than 12 years , we
have got many honours from Local Government. Such as"Jiangsu Province Quality
Enterprise","Non-Governmental Science & Technology Enterprise " etc.
All of members of our company will make effort as before,bring the quality products and service
to every partners .Sincerely hope to build a long term business relationship with you based on
mutual benefit.

